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FH ALERT: efficacy of a novel 
approach to identify patients 
with familial hypercholesterolemia
Felix Fath1,2*, Andreas Bengeser3, Mathias Barresi3, Priska Binner3, Stefanie Schwab4, 
Kausik K. Ray5, Bernhard K. Krämer2,6, Uwe Fraass7 & Winfried März1,2,8,9

Diagnosis rates of familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) remain low. We implemented FH ALERT to 
assess whether alerting physicians for the possibility of FH impacted additional diagnostic activity. 
The study was conducted from SYNLAB laboratory Weiden (Bavaria). Beyond common reporting of 
LDL-C or TC, 1411 physicians covering approximately a population of 1.5 million people were eligible 
to receive an alert letter (AL) including information on FH, if laboratory results exceeded thresholds 
as follows: adults LDL-C ≥ 190–250 mg/dl (to convert into mmol/l multiply with 0.0259), TC ≥ 250 to 
≤ 310 mg/dl (probable suspicion); LDL-C > 250 mg/dl and TC > 310 mg/dl (strong suspicion). Persons 
below 18 years were alerted for LDL-C  140 mg/dl and TC ≥ 200 mg/dl (strong suspicion). Patients 
above 60 years were excluded. Our readouts were characteristics of involved physicians, rate of ALs 
issued, acceptance, and subsequent diagnostic activity. Physicians were mainly general practitioners 
in ambulatory care. 75% of the ordered tests were for TC, 25% for LDL-C. We issued 3512 ALs (~ 5% 
of tests) triggered by 2846 patients. 86% of eligible physicians stayed with the initiative, 32.7% were 
alerted, and 70% were positive upon call-center survey. We registered 101 new visitors of www. fhsco 
re. eu and sent out 93 kits for genetics. Thereof, 26 were returned and 5 patients were positive for FH. 
Physicians were in general open to our approach. Although genetic testing was taken up with caution, 
this 3-months pilot examination resulted in a greater rate of patients with FH diagnosed than previous 
screening projects. Further education on FH in primary care is required to improve FH detection in the 
community.

Elevated low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) is among the most important causes of  atherosclerosis1. 
Genetic epidemiological and interventional studies have shown a continuous relationship between LDL choles-
terol and the incidence of atherosclerosis-related vascular  events1.

Familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) is a genetic disorder of LDL-C metabolism, mainly caused by mutations 
in the genes encoding the LDL receptor (LDLR), apolipoprotein B100 (APOB) or proprotein convertase subtilisin/
kexin type 9 (PCSK9). FH is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner, meaning that 50% of the descendants 
of a heterozygote parent are  affected2. FH is the most frequent autosomal dominant genetic disease encountered 
in adults with a global prevalence estimated at between 1:200 and 1:300 and more common among populations 
with founder  effects3. FH is characterized by pronounced elevations of plasma LDL-C as early as in childhood 
and premature onset of coronary heart  disease2. Roughly 2% of individuals with an LDL-C above 190 mg/dL 
(to convert into mmol/l multiply with 0.0259) suffer from  FH4. Homozygous FH (HoFH) frequently results in 
cardiovascular events in the first decade of life, and left untreated those with HoFH may die before the age of 
20  years5. In heterozygous (HeFH) patients the additional risk of cardiovascular events is 50% in men up to the 
age of 50 and 30% in women up to the age of  606.
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Despite all available data detection remains low. For instance the prevalence rate of HeFH is approximately 
1:3007, which entails more than 250,000 patients in  Germany6, yet the current diagnosis rate is estimated to be 
between 1 and 2%3. Unidentified and untreated patients on average lose 15–21 years of  life8. Registry data from 
the Netherlands have shown that an early screening strategy together with effective and early use of statin therapy 
to reduce LDL-C can reduce the cardiovascular risk associated with FH similar to that of the general  population9. 
Thus, it is crucial that patients are identified early in life. Although, there are several clinical algorithms which 
help to identify patients with  FH10–12, they are underutilised in clinical practice. Moreover, these algorithms can 
be used to increase the pre-test probability of a positive genetic  test13. The clinical value of genetic diagnostics of 
FH has been underscored by guidelines and expert consensus in the United  States14,15,  Europe16,17, and  Germany18, 
yet, utilization of genetic testing remains poor. To facilitate the diagnosis of FH and given that this condition 
is dependent upon ascertainment of an elevated LDL-C measurement, we designed a pilot study (FH ALERT) 
to serve as the interface between a clinical laboratory receiving blood samples for lipid measurements and the 
ambulatory outpatient care, to assess whether a decision support protocol was feasible, acceptable, and improved 
detection rates compared to historical records. Here we report the results of this pilot study to evaluate feasibility 
and acceptance of this approach in a German outpatient care environment.

Materials and methods
Setting. We included all ambulatory care physicians (general practitioners and specialists across all disci-
plines) referring their laboratory samples to the SYNLAB Medical Care Center (MCC) Weiden GmbH which 
is located in Bavaria, Germany. We chose MCC Weiden GmbH because it is one of the biggest SYNLAB core 
laboratories in Germany. All patients aged 60 and below visiting participating physicians who were being evalu-
ated for elevated LDL-C or total cholesterol (TC) measurements were eligible. The study was conducted between 
March 15, 2018 and June 15, 2018 and approved by the Ethics Committee II of the Medical Faculty Mannheim, 
Heidelberg University, Theodor-Kutzer-Ufer 1-3, 68167 Mannheim (reference number 2018-849R-MA). As this 
was a retrospective evaluation of findings generated during regular patient care and no study specific proce-
dures were conducted, the above-mentioned ethics committee did not consider it necessary to obtain individual 
informed consents. All methods were carried out in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations.

Procedures. Beyond the regular laboratory results, participating physicians received an alert letter (AL) 
once TC or LDL-C levels exceeded predefined threshold values (Fig. 1). The ALs also included scientific infor-
mation about FH and the further diagnostic options including genetic testing.

We used six different threshold values to trigger an AL (Table 1). We distinguished among two categories 
with different wording, namely “suspicion of FH” in adults belonging to the LDL-C threshold category I or TC 
threshold category I as well as “strong suspicion of FH” in children and in adults belonging to LDL-C threshold 
II and/or TC threshold II (Table 1). LDL-C was used as the primary criterion to trigger reports, TC was used in 
cases in which LDL-C was not available. We recommended the Dutch Lipid Clinic Network (DLCN) score to 
estimate the pre-test probability of a positive genetic test, with a test score of ≥ 6 indicating for genetic testing.

Approximately two weeks before initiation, we announced FH ALERT by an initiation letter to all physicians 
regularly referring tests to the SYNLAB MCC Weiden GmbH. This document described background and aims, 
design and procedures of the project. The initiation letter and each subsequent AL informed the participating 
physician that they had the choice to opt-out from the project at any time.

The software extracting TC or LDL-C from the laboratory information system to produce the ALs was writ-
ten by CSMed GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany. We established a call center which was specifically instructed and 
available to participating physicians to provide further information on the diagnoses of FH if requested (inbound 
calls). The call center was operated by IMS Health GmbH & Co. OHG, Bensheim, Germany. The ALs usually 

Figure 1.  Schematic representation of procedures of FH ALERT. Alerting letters (ALs) were issued to treating 
physicians once total cholesterol (TC) or LDL-C scored above predefined threshold values. In addition to TC or 
LDL-C the ALs provided information about FH and further diagnostic options including genetic testing.
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arrived the day following the regular report. They included in depth information on the diagnosis of FH, advice 
how to use the DLCN  score12, how to initiate genetic testing, and named lipid specialists in the surroundings of 
the patients’ residential address. Any medical decisions regarding further diagnostic and therapeutic measures 
were completely left to the discretion of the responsible physicians (Fig. 1).

Physicians who received at least one AL were contacted pro-actively by the call center and asked to assess the 
FH Alert project using a standardized questionnaire. Physicians were also encouraged to express their criticism 
and to propose improvements of the procedures.

Genetic testing. Current guidelines and expert opinion suggest that the diagnosis of FH is established by 
genetic testing if  accessible14–18. To achieve seamless access to genetic testing for FH, we offered physicians the 
facilities at the SYNLAB Center of Human Genetics in Mannheim, Germany. Interested physicians were pro-
vided with kits (including request and consent forms and material for sampling) upon request. We monitored 
the number of genetic tests requested during the FH ALERT project until 6.5 months after the conclusion of the 
project on June 15, 2018. This accounted for delays in ordering genetic tests due to waiting for the patients’ next 
appointments, education of patients or receiving their informed consent.

Patients’ DNA was isolated from a blood sample and then analyzed by next generation sequencing. Fol-
lowing library preparation with TruSight Rapid Capture technology and bridge amplification, the sample was 
sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 500 instrument. Coverage of the ROI was > 98%, reading depth a minimum 
of 100-fold. We examined the following loci: LDLR, APOB, PCSK9, LDLRAP, SORT1, NPC1L1, STAP1, APOE, 
ABCG5, ABCG8, DHCR24, LIPA, CYP27A1, and DHCR7. In addition, the LDLR gene was also evaluated for 
copy number variation by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification. Variants were classified according 
to current American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG)  guidelines19. Results were classified 
as inconspicuous, polygenic hypercholesterolemia and classically monogenic.

Outcomes. This study used the following readouts: characteristics of the physicians involved, number of 
ALs issued in comparison to the number of TC and/or LDL-C, acceptance by physicians, further diagnostic 
activity including genetic testing.

Statistics. Statistics is descriptive. Beyond the algorithm to generate alerting reports, CSMed GmbH also 
provided a documentation tool and a customized statistics module to evaluate FH ALERT. All calculations were 
performed with  Microsoft®  Excel® 2016 (Version: MSO (16.0.9126.2282) 32-Bit). The frequency of the use of the 
FH score online tool was tracked with Google Analytics.

Results
Characteristics of the physicians involved. During the project period 1411 physicians/institutions 
ordered at least one analysis of any parameter from the SYNLAB MCC Weiden. They were mainly in ambula-
tory care (general practitioner or medical specialist), but also included occupational health departments of com-
panies or health care institutions. Most letters were issued to general practitioners, followed by internists while 
paediatricians, nephrologists, dermatologists and gynaecologists contributed marginally (Fig. 2).

Alert letters generated. During the project period of 3 months, 193,715 samples were analyzed by the 
SYNLAB MCC Weiden GmbH, and 75,431 TC and/or LDL-C examinations were performed. The 75,431 
requests for cholesterol/LDL cholesterol originated from 60,812 patients. The difference is due to the fact that 
7479 patients were tested twice, 2679 were tested three times, 274 were tested four times, and 145 were tested 
five times or more. Hence, the reference population included 60,812 persons. During our observation period, 
TC and/or LDL-C were therewith the fourth most frequent tests ordered, ranking just behind alanine ami-
notransferase (ALAT), aspartate aminotransferase (ASAT) and thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH). Overall, 
3512 (4.7%) ALs were issued. These alerts were triggered by 2846 patients. In 885 (of 3512) cases (25.2% of 3512) 
the ALs were triggered by LDL-C with or without TC, whereas in 2627 cases (74.8% of 3512) TC only triggered 
the ALs. Amongst those, approximately 95% fell into to category I. 154 (4.4%) of all ALs were generated patients 
below 18 years of age. In category II, all 181 ALs were for adults. The average age of alerted persons was 48 years 
in total, 50 years in women and 47 years in men (Table 2).

Table 1.  Overview of defined thresholds triggering alert letters. Beside the thresholds, alert categories and 
associated severity levels are illustrated.

Children (< 18 years) (mg/dl) Suspicion of FH
Adults (≥ 18 ≤ 60 years) (mg/
dl) Suspicion of FH

LDL C threshold I
≥ 140 Strong

≥ 190 Probable

LDL C threshold II > 250 Strong

TC threshold I (if LDL C is not 
available)

≥ 200 Strong
≥ 250 Probable

TC threshold II (if LDL C is not 
available) > 310 Strong
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On average, there were 2.49 ALs per physician, when calculated based on 1411 (total participating physicians) 
and 7.6 ALs per physician in relation to physicians who received at least one AL. 462 of participating physi-
cians—predominantly general practitioners and internists—were alerted and received at least one AL (32,74%). 
37 medium frequently alerted physicians received 3–4 ALs (8.01% of alerted physicians), 48 frequently alerted 
physicians 5–9 ALs (10.39% of alerted physicians) and 121 high frequently alerted physicians were alerted ten 
times or more (26.19% of alerted physicians).

Acceptance. Only 200 physicians chose to opt out from the project and 1211 physicians participated for all 
3 months, corresponding to an opt-out rate of 14.2%; 32.74% of all physicians received at least one AL (Table 2).

In the survey conducted by the call center, FH ALERT was evaluated positively by approximately 70% of 
respondents, 23% did not finally know how to classify and 7% had a negative opinion about FH ALERT. The most 
frequent criticism arose regarding to the amount of paperwork caused by ALs, followed by a lack of additional 
time to look through the ALs.

The FH score website was visited 101 times due to the FH ALERT project; 31 visitors recurred at least once, 
88 FH score questionnaires were completed whereof 45 had a result of ≥ 3 (Table 2).

Further diagnostic activity including genetic testing. During the FH ALERT project 93 sampling 
kits for genetic testing were sent out to 60 physicians and 26 were returned for analysis within the active period 
and 6.5 months beyond. Of these, ten samples were inconspicuous, three showed variants most likely not related 
to hypercholesterolemia, eight samples showed variants or combinations of variants which we classified as poly-
genic hypercholesterolemia, and five samples showed at least one variant that we deemed causal for familial 
hypercholesterolemia. Among these, three were heterozygous for LDLR mutations, one carrier of a PCSK9 muta-
tion and one carrier of an APOB mutation (Table 3).

Discussion
We successfully established a novel channel of information exchange between the clinical laboratory and request-
ing physicians. We found that this approach was generally welcome to the majority of the medical community 
participating. We also observed that this translated into further diagnostic steps as they are recommended by 
international and national expert opinion or  guidelines14–17.

Even though TC and LDL-C are amongst the most frequently ordered tests in ambulatory care, the diagnosis 
rate of FH remains low in Germany, and in many other  countries3. We started with the hypothesis that physicians 
commonly do not pay attention to extreme TC or LDL-C results included in conventional laboratory reports 
and hardly consider the diagnosis of FH, and if so, consecutive action or further diagnostic steps rarely follow. 
To enhance awareness for pathologic lipid parameters, we decided to specifically alert physicians once TC or 
LDL-C exceeded threshold values at which the probability of FH is deemed to be high.

Alert letters generated. Approximately 5% of all the samples tested triggered an alert. This confirms that 
in the population studied, our thresholds defined a subgroup of samples beyond the  95th percentile of either 
LDL-C or TC. Most of these samples fell in threshold category I (LDL-C 190–250, TC 250–310 mg/dl in adults 
or LDL-C ≥ 140 mg/dl, TC ≥ 200 mg/dl in children), only 5% fell in category II (LDL-C > 250 mg/dl or TC 
> 310 mg/dl). In line with this, the proportion of patients triggering an alert (2846 out of 60,812) was approxi-
mately 4.7% of persons tested at least once.

Only one quarter of the ALs was triggered by LDL-C with or without assessment of TC, the remaining ones 
by TC only. This stands in contrast to previous and current guidelines which define LDL-C as the primary treat-
ment  goal16,39–41 and demonstrates that further efforts are warranted to educate physicians to place emphasis on 
LDL-C instead of TC.

General practitioners
            48%

Internists
    17%

Paediatricians
       6%

Nephrologists
        3%

Dermatologists
         3%

Gynaecologists
         2%

Other groups
21%

Figure 2.  Distribution of Alerting letters (ALs) to specialist groups. Most ALs were issued to general 
practitioners, followed by internists while paediatricians, nephrologists, dermatologists and gynaecologists 
contributed marginally.
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Of the participating physicians, who were predominantly general practitioners and internists, 32.74% received 
at least one report. This suggests that a small proportion of physicians include cholesterol and/or LDL-C testing 
into their standard practice of care. The majority of physicians may thus waive for screening for high cholesterol 
and/or to conduct state of the art risk assessment as it would comply with  guidelines16,17,39–41. However, at least 
theoretically there may be physicians caring for patients with well controlled LDL levels or not being at elevated 
risk according to previous screening. As a consequence of the clustering of ALs to one third of the physicians 
only it may be worth limiting FH ALERT specifically to general practitioners and internists who regularly order 
TC and/or LDL-C in the future. In Germany, nephrologists and dialysis centres often provide care for patients 
with lipid disorders. However, they did not substantially contribute to the total number of ALs, on the one hand 
because they are small in number, on the other hand because their lipid patients may be well controlled (Fig. 2). 
Only few ALs originated from paediatricians, indicating that TC and/or LDL cholesterol are infrequently meas-
ured in patients < 18 years and that opportunities to identify FH at a young age are vastly missed in Germany. 

Table 2.  FH ALERT’s pilot initiative key results. Data describes general information, distribution of alerts, 
acceptance, feedback, and genetic testing.

Period of time: 12 weeks Absolute values

Cholesterol examinations 75,431

Number of patients in whom examinations were performed 60,812

Patients tested twice 7479

Patients tested three times 2679

Patients tested four times 274

Patients tested five times or more 145

Alert letters, n (%) 3512 (4.66)

Number of patients triggering Alert letters 2846

Distribution of alerts

Category I

 Adults with probable suspicion 3177

 Children with strong suspicion 154

 Sum, n (%) 3331 (94.85)

 Thereof LDL C, n (%) 838 (25.16)

 Thereof TC, n (%) 2493 (74.84)

Category II

 Adults with strong suspicion, n (%) 181 (5.15)

 Thereof LDL C, n (%) 47 (25.97)

 Thereof TC, n (%) 134 (74.03)

Age

 Patients < 18 years, n (%) 154 (4.38)

 Patients ≥ 18 ≤ 60 years, n (%) 3,358 (95.62)

 Average age (total/ female/male, years) 48/50/47

Acceptance and feedback

Total number of clients of MCC Weiden GmbH, n (%) 1411 (100)

Clients with Opt-out, n (%) 200 (14.17)

Alerted clients

 Clients with alert letters, n (%) 462 (32.74)

 Alert letters per client (total/alerted clients) 2.49/7.60

 ≥ 10 alert letters (Opt-in, cum.), n (%) 121 (26.19)

 ≥ 5 ≤ 9 alert letters (Opt-in, cum.), n (%) 48 (10.39)

 ≥ 3 ≤ 4 alert letters (Opt-in, cum.), n (%) 37 (8.01)

 Positive reaction by caller, n (%) 370 (69.94)

 Negative reaction by caller, n (%) 38 (7.18)

 Undifferentiated reaction by caller, n (%) 121 (22.87)

FH score

 New visitors/recurring visitors 101/31

 Completed questionnaires 88

 Questionnaires > 3 45

Genetic testing

Requested genetic test kits 93

Returned genetic test kits, n (%) 26 (27.96%)
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Table 3.  Genetic findings in 26 samples obtained from FH ALERT. Subdivided according to the categories 
variants most likely not relevant to hypercholesterolemia, possibly relevant to hypercholesterolemia and familial 
hypercholesterolemia all findings are described by diagnosis, gene, variant, zygosity and ACMG (American 
College of Medical Genetics and Genomics) class as well as associated remarks in addition. ACMG American 
College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, Het heterozygous, CTX cerebrotendinous xanrhomartosis, HGMD 
Human Gene Mutation Database, HLP hyperlipoproteinemia.

Diagnosis Gene Variant Zygosity ACMG class Remarks

Variants most likely not relevant to hypercholesterolemia

CYP27A1 c.1494G>C, p.(Lys498Asn) Het 3
Recessive mutations of CYP21A1 responsible for CTX, not 
described in the literature, in silico possibly damaging, but 
Lys498 poorly conserved and CTX patients have typically 
low to normal LDL  C20

NPC1L1 c.448C>T, p.(Leu150Phe) Het 3 Leu150 poorly conserved, not contained in mutation data-
bases, not described in the literature, in silico benign

NPC1L1 C1496C>T, p.(Thr499Met) Het
Thr499 poorly conserved, pathogenic according to HGMD, 
loss of function variant, reduced intestinal cholesterol 
 absorption21,22

Possibly relevant to hypercholesterolemia

Genetic HC

APOE c.526C>T, p.(Arg176Cys) APOE2/3 Type III HLP?

APOE c.388T>C, p.Cys130Arg APOE3/4 LDL-C increased by  apoE423

ABCG5 c.431T>C, p.(Val144Ala) Het 3
Val144 strongly conserved, low frequency, located in the 
“P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate domain” of 
ABCG8, in silico disease causing, no reports in the litera-
ture, increased cholesterol absorption?

DHCR24 c.231 + 19G>C, p.(?) Het 3 Intronic variant, in silico prediction of aberrant mRNA 
splicing, no reports in the literature

PCSK 9 c.1327G>A, p.(Ala443Thr) Het 3 Ala443 poorly conserved, no relationship to elevated LDL-
C24

ABCG8 c.712G>A, p.(Glu238Lys) Het 3
Glu238 strongly conserved, located in the “P-loop contain-
ing nucleoside triphosphate domain” of ABCG8, in silico 
disease causing, loss of acceptor splice site of exon 6, no 
reports in the literature, increased cholesterol absorption?

APOE c.526C>T, p.(Arg176Cys) APOE2/3 Type III HLP?

ABCG8 c.1832G>A, p.(Arg611Lys) Het 3 Arg611 poorly conserved, increased cholesterol absorption?

SORT1 c.43C>T, p.(Pro15Ser) Het 3 Pro155 poorly conserved, not contained in mutation data-
bases, low allele frequency, in silico controversial

CYP27A1 c.4391G>A, p.(Arg164Gin) Het 3 Arg164 highly conserved, in silico controversial, low allele 
frequency, not described in the literature

APOE c.388T>C, p.Cys130Arg, c.137T>C, p.(Leu46Pro) APOE3/4P ApoE-Pittsburg, possibly associated with Alzheimer’s 
 disease25,26, association with cholesterol elusive

ABCG8 c.1083G>A, p.(Trp361*) Het Causes stop of the translation, causal in recessive 
 sitosterolemia27,28, increased cholesterol absorption?

APOE c388T>C, p.(Cys130Arg) APOE3/4 LDL-C increased by  apoE423

APOB c.3337G>C, p.(Asp1113His) Het 3
Asp1113 poorly conserved, controversial in silico, 
p.Arg1164Thr in the vicinity considered causal in one 
 publication29

NPC1L1 Haplotype c.529G>A p.Val177Ile, c.661C>T p.(His221Tyr)
c811_812delGCinsTT p.(Ala271Phe) Het 3 c.529G>A and c.661C>T reported associated with high 

HDL-C and  TC30

Familial hypercholesterolemia

Het FH

ABCG5 c.1829A>C, p.(Glu610Ala) Het 3 Low frequency, in silico disease causing, high cholesterol 
absorption?

APOB c.2630c>T, p.(Pro877Leu) Het 3 Pro877 strongly conserved, in silico disease causing, no 
reports in the literature, binding deficient apo B-100?

PCSK9 c.60_65dupGCT GCT , p.(Leu22_Leu23dup) Het 3 Gain of function  variant31,32

APOE c388T>C, p.(Cys130Arg) APOE3/4 LDL-C increased by  apoE423

LDLR c.190 + 4_190 + 7del, p.? Het 3

4 bp deletion within the donor splice of exon 4 likely likely 
to cause abberant splicing of the LDLRmRNA according to 
in silico prediction, individual base changes at c.190 + 4 and 
c.190 + 5 listed as pathogenic on HGMD, abberant splicing 
of these variants proven  experimentally33

APOB c.6639_6641del, p.(Asp2213del) Het 3 Variant previously detected in a patient with FH, causality 
still  controversial29,34

APOB c.9242G>A, p.(Ser3081Asn) Het 3 Significance of the variant  unclear35

LDLR c.798T>A, p.(Asp266Glu) Het Asp266 highly conserved, disease causing according to 
HGMD and Clinvar, causal according to the  literature36,37

LDLR
c.10_delinsCGG GGG CTG GAA ATT GCG CTG GAC CGT 
CGC C, c.10_delins31
p.(Trp4_Ala13delinsArgGlyLeuGlu
IleAlaLeuAspArgArg), p.(Trp4_Ala13delins10)

Het 4

Exchange of 10 amino acids in exon 1, in silico pathogenic, 
not described in the literature nor in databases, multiple 
base changes have been described as pathogenic at position 
c.28; they replace Trp10 (which is affected by the current 
mutation as well) by other amino  acids36,38

APOE c388T>C, p.(Cys130Arg) APOE3/4 LDL-C increased by  apoE423
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Thus, it appears that the single initiation letter that we issued was not sufficient to provide a broad awareness of 
the significance of LDL-C. Other reasons to waive cholesterol testing may be that it has been disputed that the 
cost-effectiveness of systematic risk factor screening in the absence of vascular disease is still a matter of  debate39 
or that lipid lowering therapy would not immediately have been considered in a given patient.

Acceptance of FH ALERT. Amongst all participating physicians, 200 (14%) decided to opt out. We believe 
that this discontinuation rate is satisfactory since we offered a hitherto completely unknown service. As the most 
common reason to withdraw physicians quoted that the ALs produced too much additional paperwork and due 
to this often lead to lacking time in their practice to even read individual ALs. Other withdrawing physicians said 
that it would need too much time to follow the advice provided with the ALs, disregarding that a clear diagnosis 
could facilitate treatment decisions and patients’ adherence in the future and might therefore allow time savings 
alongside. Refinement of the FH ALERT strategy in the future will therefore have to resolve this criticism, for 
instance by cumulating results within one weekly report. However, of the physicians who finished the pilot study 
almost more than two thirds assessed the initiative as positive, and only less than 10% had a negative opinion 
about the FH ALERT project.

Further diagnostic activity including genetic testing. The 462 physicians who received an alert 
ordered 93 sampling kits for genetic testing, of which 26 (28%) were ultimately returned for genetic testing. We 
recorded the number of genetic tests requested until 6.5 months after the conclusion of FH ALERT, but evidently 
the time between ordering kits and actually carrying out the test may be longer so that actual number of tests 
may yet be slightly higher.

Overall, the offer of genetic testing for FH was thus received with some caution, although the environment for 
cascade screening, which is recommended as cost-effective for identifying FH patients and preventing vascular 
disease (reviewed in Ref.15), would be ideal in a rural area like the Upper Palatinate where the general practitioner 
usually oversees many generations of a family. However, if one assumes that those 13 people who either received 
the diagnosis of genetic hypercholesterolemia or definite FH would gain 10 years of life each through intensive 
treatment, the FH ALERT pilot project would have saved 130 years of life and the effect would even be much 
larger if treating physicians went back to the families of the index patients to identify other affected individuals.

The reasons for the still cautious uptake of genetics may be manifold. Ordering genetic tests may have been 
uncommon in ambulatory care so far. It has even been argued that the clinical diagnosis of FH is good enough 
in terms of awareness. However, for many decades, the diagnosis of FH had been made by clinical criteria. This 
did not overcome the underdiagnosis of FH. Consequentially, lipid experts recommend that the diagnosis of 
FH is established by genetic  means15. Other reasons may include: lack of knowledge of FH amongst physicians, 
misbeliefs about the expenses or the reimbursement of genetic testing (genetic testing is not charged to the labo-
ratory budget of physicians in Germany), lack of time, lack of diligence, low awareness of FH in the lay popula-
tion, poor willingness of patients to agree into genetic testing. It is, however, unlikely that the patients’ attitudes 
would seriously compromise the use of genetic testing. Rather parents of affected children or patients have been 
open to genetic testing recognizing its benefit with little evidence for psychological  impact42,43. Consequently, 
we consider proactive and comprehensive education of physicians of utmost importance to lead them up to a 
better understanding of the benefits of genetic testing and the most recent recommendations. This is evidently 
not only true for genetic lipid disorders but applies to all disease areas in which genetic disease becomes symp-
tomatic in adulthood.

We noted 101 new visitors on the www. fhsco re. eu website. Under the assumption that there was an overlap 
between the 101 new visitors on the website and the 60 physicians who ordered kits for genetic testing, it may be 
conservative to assume that 120 physicians amongst the 462 who had received an AL responded in any of the two 
ways to the FH ALERT initiative. Thus, the overall response rate may be 25% or more. Since to our knowledge 
the design of FH ALERT is unprecedented, a comparison to established benchmarks is hard to accomplish. In 
any case, however, the response rates achieved here by far exceed the response rates known from untargeted 
mailings which are usually 1% or less.

Diagnostic yield in relation to the potential number of FH patients in the target popula-
tion. Of the 26 requests for genetic testing ten were inconspicuous, three showed variants most likely not 
related to hypercholesterolemia, eight samples showed variants or combinations of variants which we classified 
as polygenic and 5 (19%) showed at least one variant that we deemed causal for familial hypercholesterolemia. 
This yield may be less than obtained in specialized lipid clinics, where we found causal mutations in approxi-
mately 80% of patients with a DLCN Score of 6 or  more13. Yet our diagnostic yield was still higher than in a 
recent Norwegian study, in which 29,449 unrelated persons suspicious of FH were genetically tested amongst 
which 2818 (9.6%) tested positive for mutations in the genes LDLR, APOB and  PCSK944.

In four out of five FH cases the interpretation of the genetic results is unambiguous. In one case it may be 
disputed. This patient carries the following mutations: ABCG5 c.1829A>C, p.(Glu610Ala); APOB c.2630c>T, 
p.(Pro877Leu). Both mutations have not been described in the literature and therefore had to be classified as 
class 3 formally. Because, however, both were classified as damaging in silico, we classified them as responsible 
for the phenotype of the patient.

There is substantial overlap in LDL-C levels among subjects with and without FH and many with LDL-C 
levels below the thresholds used in our study will also have FH. Therefore, molecular diagnostics has for good 
reasons been recommended to distinguish between these two groups. According to Khera et al.4, only less than 
2% of subjects with and LDL-C ≥ 190 mg/dl in the general population have an FH-mutation. Assuming their 
screening approach and ours being similar, approximately 50 FH patients could have been diagnosed among 
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our 2846 patients triggering an alert. Thus the 5 FH cases found make up approximately 10% of the number of 
patients theoretically expected in our study. This obviously represents a marked improvement over the general 
diagnoses rate of FH which has been estimated 1% for  Germany6, and it had been achieved within a period as 
short as 3 months. If one would then still account for the cases in which we considered the genetic findings as 
polygenic hypercholesterolemia, this would increase to approximately 19%.

We used second generation sequencing of 14 candidate genes putatively implicated in FH. Limiting sequenc-
ing to the Loci LDLR, APOB and PCSK9 could have to be considered to allow for cheaper and simpler testing. 
However, the recent advances in sequencing technology brought the costs of sequencing broad panels down to 
the level of targeting a few genes with Sanger sequencing, thus providing significantly more information at the 
same speed and expense. For this reason, we went for the most recent approach, which is practically cost-neutral.

We also wish to place our approach into the context of what could realistically be expected: between 1994 and 
2009, and thus within a period of 16 years, the Dutch Lipid Clinics Cascade Screening identified approximately 
46,000 FH cases. These patients track back to approximately 5350 index patients (ratio of total FH patients 
to index cases by cascade screening 8.6:145 in a target population of approximately 16,000,000 inhabitants). 
This means an annual rate of identification of index patients of approximately 2.23 per 100,000 or a monthly 
identification rate of approximately 0.19 index patients per 100,000 of whom roughly two third are provable by 
genetic means.

Our target population was 60,812 individuals (after accounting for repetitive testing, see below) and we identi-
fied 5 FH cases with genetic FH within 3 months. This corresponds to the identification of 2.74 index patients per 
month and 100,000 people. Thus, our approach seems to be approximately 14-fold more efficient than the Dutch 
Lipid Clinics Cascade Screening which is considered to most efficient approach to FH screening so far. Subse-
quent cascade screening of the families of the patients identified would still amplify the success of our program.

Future directions. 3512 ALs ultimately lead to 26 genetic tests. Despite this, we consider our pilot study 
successful, mainly because significant other diagnostic activity (visits to FH score website) developed during 
the project period. Also, the high proportion of physicians rating FH positive has been encouraging and we are 
convinced that our novel strategy of communication between referrers and the laboratory holds considerable 
potential for the future.

Based on our experience, conceivable improvements are:

i) reducing the amount of paperwork by consolidating individual alert letters to weekly cumulated alert letters;
ii) generating increased awareness for TC/LDL-C earlier before starting the initiative by educational events 

and multiple initiation letters;
iii) including medical societies and key opinion leaders in awareness activities;
iv) increasing the frequency of calls by the call center to remind physicians to perform genetic testing and send 

back the genetics kits for analyses;
v) yearly repetition of the initiative.

Limitations. Limitations of this project are the exclusion of samples from patients above 60 years of age 
and the thresholds for ALs at the 95th percentile of the TC and LDL-C distribution. The latter obviously will 
miss some FH patients (also including the treated ones), because having an LDL-C of less than 190 mg/dl does 
not rule out  FH4. Further, we did not include samples coming from hospitals to which FH patients may present 
with acute coronary syndromes. FH ALERT did not distinguish between patients with or without lipid-lowering 
treatment. FH Patients on treatment may have been missed by this approach. However, this bias seems to be 
presumably moderate, because patients at high risk also including FH patients are grossly undertreated, as it has 
been illustrated in recent  research46–49.

The pilot study was restricted to 3 months only and to a rural area of Germany and may therefore not be rep-
resentative. It is also a limitation that it was hard to place our findings into the context of similar studies because 
to the best of our knowledge there is no published report systematically evaluating our approach.

Finally, this is neither a clinical trial nor does our study allow to estimate the frequency of FH in the target 
population. Rather it is a piece of “real-world” implementation research shedding light on the hurdles still 
encountered in the identification of FH patients.

Conclusions
We conclude that bridging the interface between referring physicians and the laboratory by an innovative 
approach of communication is technically demanding, but feasible. Our initiative was welcome and highly 
appreciated by the participating physicians. Although individualized recommendations as they were provided 
with FH ALERT were not rigorously translated into concrete action throughout, our strategy has proven more 
effective than conventional FH screening, represents a major step forward and should encourage future activi-
ties in the field.
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